
How to put a plan together:
Terri’s old fashioned tried and true yellow trace method!





Ground floor plan….



Ground floor plan



Overlay another sheet of trace



Draw the second floor plan ON TOP of the ground…
Line everything up!



Stretch over another layer of trace….



Draw the third floor plan…
Everything lines up!



Last layer is the roof plan…
Not working out so well… will figure that out later. Pitched roofs are hard.



Slopes are not working properly.
Will go back after.



Back to the ground floor plan, 
With title and NORTH arrow



Slip the second floor plan under
So that we can trace in the overhangs
It makes with the first



Remove the second floor plan and see the 
Dotted lines made to show how it overhangs.



Need to add in the hill to show that
It is partially buried. 
Also add the adjacent buildings and paths



Slip ground under second to transfer the landscape



Second floor now shows its site
But needs third floor info transferred



Slip third under second



Now we have dotted lines on second to 
Show where the third floor will go.



Now put the third floor on top and add the landscape





Slip roof under third to dot in the roof overhangs
And ridge lines and skylight.



Third plan now shows what is above and below it.



Let’s mess with the roof! Think about how it is constructed.
They will either put a ridge roof continuously east to west,
Or north to south, and frame the L piece into it.



I think I prefer the look of having the north south
Part in place first with the east west portion framing
Into it.



But the skylight I had roughed in is in a bad spot so
Will have to move it.





Same essential floor plan.
Reads entirely differently.

Entire drawing set took 
me an hour.



Final Wall Section 
Assignment

Draw the section from the 
base of the foundation to the 
peak of the roof.

Submit a photo of the entire 
drawing for my reference.



Take 4 closer photos 
of each of the 
sections as shown 
and upload in the 
order 1, 2, 3, 4 
AFTER the overall 
photo.

Should be a bit of 
overlap between the 
edges of the images.



Label the entire drawing. 
All of the info from the 
handout should be 
included in the 
“assembly” type notes. 

Areas in red/green get 
more notes that point to 
specific items.











Heavy line when cutting through a 
material to define the outside.

Lighter lines to show elements in 
elevation, or further away.

Even lighter lines still for hatching or 
objects further in the distance.

Dashed lines to show objects above 
you.

Dotted lines to show hidden lines.

Lines in general

line weight

It is extremely important 
to use different line 
weights to make the 
drawing read clearly.



line weight

Heavy outline where 
cut in section Lighter lines for 

hatching

Lighter lines to show 
materials “beyond”



hatching…

Materials are hatched in the plan 
or section view so that it is easier 
to tell what they are.

Hatching does NOT substitute for 
labeling.

As you can see from these 
diagrams, there are many 
different ways of hatching the 
same materials – so hatching is 
not a fail safe way to let the 
contractor know what material 
you want to use…



labeling

This is a “sketch section”.

This is what you might rough out 
before you do the final drawing to 
see if things work.

With a bit of experience you will be 
able to draw by hand “to scale” 
without measuring…



This is an actual contract 
document detailed section 
that illustrates my preferred 
method of “ganging” the 
notes for each “assembly”.

This prevents a veritable 
spiderweb of arrows criss 
crossing all over the 
drawing noting materials.

It also allows the contractor 
to know the general 
makeup of key building 
elements.
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